WHO: Required for first-time-in-college students before registration for first math class at FSU if you will take: MAC1140, MAC1114, MAC2233 or MAC2311. Strongly recommended for MAC1105 – especially for STEM majors with no college math credit so you have the opportunity to advance beyond MAC1105!

COST: $25 [includes initial test, 3 retakes and access to the learning modules]

ACCESS: Click here for the FSU website with link to ALEKS

INSTRUCTIONS:

- After clicking on the link above, you must sign in with your FSUID and password to access the test. You must agree to terms of use for ALEKS.

- Select “FSU ALEKS, Sum/Fall22-Sp23, AY 2022” by clicking on the circle with 3 dots and choose “Apply access.” For first-time access, select “No, I need to purchase an access code.”

If you don’t see the box on the left, click “Add Class” and then enter this 10-character class code: TGV34-ARWWA (then proceed to apply access).

QUESTIONS: Contact ace@fsu.edu